Let us consider the first-year graduate complexity theory course. Here at the University of Rochester we use Papadirnitriou's book [Pap94] and Bovet and Crescenzi's book [BC93] as the texts, but man y other fine options exist, e .g ., [Sav98,Sip97,BDG95,BDG90] . By "the first-year graduate complexit y theory course," let us mean a one-semester course designed for first-year graduate students (not jus t theory people, but people from all areas), and probably cross-listed so advanced undergraduate s can take it .
Research Project s
Any researcher can think of countless research projects on which to send students . Of course, mos t are probably overly difficult-at least relative to the background students have after a semester o f graduate complexity theory . So the trick here is to make the project feasible while allowing roo m for creativity and tying in with a subject that the course covered in some detail .
In our first-year graduate complexity course here at Rochester, we cover certain core things eac h year (namely, the nice, standard stuff from Papadimitriou and Bovet-Crescenzi), and usually als o have time for a dealer 's choice unit . For example, in one recent year, this unit was on Schdning' s theory of robust algorithms, which led to more recent work (explicitly or implicitly) on probabilisti c and unambiguous variants of the theory, including connections to interactive proof systems and a variety of other topics . (The paper that started this area was [Sch85] and since there have been too many papers to completely list here, including, for example, [Ko87,Ba188,Sch88b,Sch88a,Ba189 , Vys90,Yam90,CHV93,FRS94,Ogi95,AKS95] .)
Building on that unit, the take-home (week-long) project in that year was to define and stud y exponential-time analogs of the standard (polynomial-time) theory, and to write one's results u p in a paper having the form of a journal submission (actual journal submission not required!) . This project-about which we were (and remain) least enthusiastic among those discussed in thi s column-was the most successful . Students handed in nice papers, had (in some cases) side-steppe d some problems one can have on this if one is not careful, had (in some cases) thought carefull y about definitions and models, and had (in some cases) proved some very nice theorems and outline d some remaining interesting open issues.
Critical-Thinking Project s
Research projects, such as the one described in the previous section, let students simulate th e research part of being an theoretical computer scientist . Another important component of bein g a researcher is the ability to read-skeptically and carefully-technical papers . Refereeing is an obvious way one does this, but in fact every time one reads a paper this comes into play .
As critical-thinking (take-home) projects, we like to assign students some (slightly o r enormously) flawed paper on an interesting topic . Each student is asked to view the paper a s a journal submission that he or she has been asked to referee within a week (hey, it is just a simulation!, not reality), and to (within a week) write a detailed referee report .
The trick here, in choosing topics, is to find ones that encourage careful, focused thinkin g on each student 's part-not topics where he or she can find the answer by hunting up a n erratum/corrigendum . Two examples that we've used at my school follow .
This year, we gave our first-year complexity course's students a beautiful paper by Hartmani s and Yesha, "Computation Times of NP Sets of Different Densities" [HY84] , and asked them t o referee it . This paper is a wonder . It tightly ties fundamental questions in complexity theor y (P = PSPACE?, P = NP?) to (in a certain formal sense) issues of whether mathematical creativit y is within the reach of computing machines [HY84, Section 3] . Assigning this paper gives the students a chance to read one of the most delightful and underappreciated papers in our field-and, to boot , one that strongly motivates the study of computational complexity . As to the referee report projec t on this paper, there is something easy for the students to find . One theorem, which is of the for m FOO iff BAR, has a proof that goes like this :
FOO implies BAR because Ni, Ping, and Nee-womm Conversely, if BAR doe s not hold then FOO does not hold because Ekky-ekky-ekky-ekky-z'Bang, zoom-Boing , z'nourrrwringnmmm QED
The worry here is that the proof proves the "only if" direction twice (via proving it and then it s contrapositive, rather than its converse), and the "if" direction not at all . This flaw in the logical argumentation is certainly one that the course's students should find and, beyond that, the missin g direction in fact does hold and is sufficiently straightforward that the course's students should b e able to provide a correct proof as part of their reports (in reality, these "should"s proved a bit to o optimistic) . In summary, the goals of this project were to let students learn the beautiful wor k of the Hartmanis/Yesha paper, and to give students a chance to exercise and develop the critica l theory-reading skills used daily by theoretical computer scientists .
Our second example of an interesting critical-thinking take-home project is quite different . This one, which we used a year or two ago, simply asked the students to referee a draft from the earl y 1980s entitled "On the Complexity of Uniqueness Problems," by Edwards and Welsh ( [EW] , se e the discussion in the paper [FHT97] , which is in part motiviated by the draft of Edwards an d Welsh) . The draft has circulated widely and has influenced many people-but as far as we kno w never was even made into a technical report (probably due to the problem discussed below) . This bold paper pretty much claims to disprove the Berman-Hartmanis Isomorphism Conjecture . ) To achieve their disproof, the authors argue that Berman-Hartmanis [BH77] were actually conjecturin g more than Berman-Hartmanis said, namely, that Berman-Hartmanis actually intended to make a n extraordinarily strong claim about parsimonious interreducibility of NP-complete sets .
Unfortunately, the strong claim is so strong that it can easily be falsified, which is exactly wha t Edwards and Welsh then do. Though certainly Berman-Hartmanis neither made nor intended t o make such a strong claim, the direction of-and general intution behind-the strong claim is ver y nice and interesting . In fact, it is at least plausible to conjecture that NP-complete sets may hav e even more in common than mere isomorphism (and, indeed, many natural sets do have more i n common), and many papers have wondered just what that "more" may be .' One could say that this general type of intuition has led people to such notions as structure-preserving reductions [LL78 , ADP80] , witness-isomorphic reductions [FHT97] , universal relations [AB, Bis95, BKT98] , and muc h more.
The students' results on this one were mixed . Almost all picked up that something was ver y strange, but their referee reports varied as to the clarity with which they pinpointed the problem . In some sense, this is a more demanding assignment than the Hartmanis-Yesha one, as the problem is not one of a pure error in logical flow, but rather is that here one must argue against the authors ' opinion about what was in the minds of Berman and Hartmanis-and what is actually the mos t natural expansive version of Berman and Hartmanis's insightful conjecture (which, to this ver y day, remains open, though dozens of papers have been written on the topic ; a nice survey b y Kurtz, Mahaney, and Royer covers the progress up to about nine years ago [KMR90] , and th e study of isomorphism results has also been quite active in the years since that survey, see, fo r 'Informally put, the Berman-Hartmanis Isomorphism Conjecture states that there is essentially just one NPcomplete set-that dresses itself up in a variety of ways via trivial renaming . More formally, the Berman-Hartmani s Isomorphism Conjecture says that every two NP-complete sets are polynomial-time isomorphic . example, [FFKL93, Rog97, AAR] ) .
